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Review in Bee Culture

In far, far too many beginner books the publishers want stunning, up close photos that
show stunning up close bees. Little or nothing about how to, when to, it looks like this.
That’s not the case here. The photos are stunning, up close photos showing exactly what
needs to be seen describing a given task or subject. I was impressed with every page.
….Excellent photos, easy reading, and lots of ground covered with solid, up to date
information. Hard to beat any book that does that.

-Kim Flottum

Bee Inspector

I am looking forward to introducing the Anne Arundel County short course folks to your
book. I think they will get a lot out of it and will enjoy Michael’s pictures – the more they
can see photographs of the internal workings of the hive, the better. Thank you both for
this book.

-Lindsay Barranco

Amazon Review

Former Anne Arundel, MD Club President
and apiary inspector

I learned so many practical things that help me to do what I do more effectively. The
authors anticipate my questions and take nothing for granted. The book is beautifully
illustrated with very powerful teaching photos which really supplement the text very
effectively.

-Harold Goodman
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Two Million Blossoms:
Discovering the Medicinal Benefits of Honey
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and many more informative chapters
Plus 190 full color images shot in the field
around the world

$20

New scientific findings from around the world demonstrate honey heals
chronic wounds, beats antibiotic-resistant superbugs, eliminates tissue
scarring, reduces brain damage, improves memory and minimizes the harmful
side-effects of cancer treatments. An easily assimilated antioxidant, honey
proves more effective than over-the-counter cough medicines, acts as a
natural laxative, stimulates good intestinal flora, and alleviates spring allergies.
This ancient remedy has recently been rediscovered by the medical
community. As conventional therapies increasingly failed to clear infected
wounds, doctors started applying honey dressings with astounding success. In
2007, the FDA approved medical honey for diabetic foot ulcers, leg ulcers,
pressure ulcers, 1st and 2nd degree burns, donor sites, traumatic wounds and
surgical wounds. Two Million Blossoms lets you discover the remarkable
healing properties of honey.

Amazon Reviews

As an old beekeeper and retired bacteriologist, this is one of the most interesting books about the medical benefits of honey I have seen. I
would recommend it for anyone interested in honey.
-OldArkie
This book contains a great deal of historical and medical research on honey, most of it I have not read before. It is an easy read, and very
informative. It lets the reader draw his/her own conclusions. A good read for anyone interested in honey.
-William

